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What is the purpose of structured English?  
 
Structured English is a method of writing out or presenting ideas, as they relate to 
programming or a system process, in pseudo code or a fundamental logical structure (Kendall 
& Kendall, 2011). A good approach for understanding structured English is to compare it to 
how a basic sentence is formed---that is, action verb and noun phrases. Ultimately, structured 
English is about solving problems in the most efficient manner, thus can aide in the overall 
decision making process. Some common keywords used in Structured English are: IF, IF 
THIS, THEN, ELSE, ENDIF, DO WHILE, ENDDO, DO UNTIL. 
 
An example I created that uses structured English when starting a secured application that 
requires entering the proper credentials before accessing the main application: 
 
START  
   DO WHILE credentials are incorrect 
         Open credential window 
             IF credential is valid 
               THEN  
                  Open main application 
                  EXIT  
            ELSE display error 
                  IF try again is selected 
                     ENDIF 
                  ELSEIF cancel is selected 
                     EXIT 
   ENDDO 
EXIT 
 
 
In which two situations should you use structured English?  
 
Kendall and Kendall (2011) suggest the two best uses for structured English are when there 
are “numerous repetitive actions or when it is important to provide communication to 
personnel” (Kendall & Kendall, 2011, p. 273).  
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In which two situations do decision tables work best? 
 
The two instances where decision tablets should be utilized are when there are “complex 
conditions, actions, and rules; and when situations seem impossible, have many 
redundancies, and there are numerous contradictions within the process” (Kendall & Kendall, 
2011, p. 273). 
 
 
  
Within my research, I saw that structured English becomes an effective communication tool, 
which is easy to learn, as well as easy to teach. This could be highly useful in communicating 
to non-technical team members, or just providing a clear, structured way of addressing 
technical solutions. The one disadvantage that I did see is that structured English is not the 
best method for detailing high level control structures (Calloway, 2010). 
 
Decision tables can be extremely useful because the process works iteratively. Each table can 
lead to the next table, and that table to the next, etc. Decision tables also offer a completeness 
property, meaning they have the ability to include every possible condition (Cegonsoft 
Foundation, 2011). The one disadvantage of decision tables is that they do not scale up well 
(because they are prone to redundancies). 
 
An example of a decision table: 



 

 

 
http://hsc.csu.edu.au/ipt/project_work/3287/decision_table.jpg 
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Data dictionaries are used in the analysis and design of information systems. The 
benefits of data dictionaries are demonstrated in maintaining cleaner data, having the 
ability to cross-reference data items, providing documentation, and eliminating 
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redundancies (Kendall & Kendall, 2011). 
 
Input and output analysis is usually the first step in designing the data dictionary, and 
helps recognize and sort the flow of data. Data flows are utilized to define these inputs 
and outputs. Some common fields would include: a descriptive name, user contact 
details, is the data flowing in or out, the way the data is formatted, and a list of elements 
with its associated attributes (Kendall & Kendall, 2011). 
 
Data elements are single data entities that are defined only once in the data dictionary 
(Kendall & Kendall, 2011). A single entity could be an element ID. An element ID 
allows the systems analyst to create automated entries in the data dictionary. Or, a 
single entity could also be a customer’s name, address, email address, or telephone 
number. 
 
Data structures are an assembly of data elements. Data structures could include an 
element such as employee record, which could contain “employee number, person 
information, wages, current pay, and year-to-date information” (Kendall & Kendall, 
2011, p. 239). It is noteworthy to mention that data structures are usually expressed in 
algebraic notation to allow the analyst to create a more practical view of elements in 
the data structure itself.  
 
Data stores contain all the base elements in a system (Kendall & Kendall, 2011). For 
example, elements may contain ID, Name, Alias, and Description as fields or entries 
on a form. It is important to note, because a record may not show all the data, you may 
have to examine several records to gain a complete narrative of the data store 
description (Kendall & Kendall, 2011). Additionally, data stores represent information 
at rest, and not in motion, such as input and output analysis. 
 
Understanding the principles and methodologies that are utilized in analyzing 
data-oriented systems can prepare systems analysts for real-world scenarios. In the 
real world, it is important to accomplish tasks in the most efficient and effective way. 
This is exactly what using data flow diagrams and data dictionary achieve. By 
employing a top-down approach, a systems analyst can better understand the inputs 
and outputs of the flow of data, while at the same time maintain tight control over each 
of the data components within the system. 
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You have made some good points about structured English and the appropriate use of keywords. I am in the 
middle of reading the chapters right now, but when it comes to decision tables, what are the exact conditions o  
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what is an example of when you would use a decision table? I use decision trees (and branch logic); I'm 
wondering if they are similar. 

 

 
 
 

RE: Joseph's Discussion 2  Edward Jackson Email this Author 2/22/2014 5:51:25 PM 

Modified:2/22/2014 5:52 PM 

You have a very informative post. There are several good points about the importance of data flow 
diagrams and detailing the inputs and outputs of the proposed system. It does seem critical that 
understanding the flow of data, flowing in and out of the system, should be a part of the initial analysis 
of any data-oriented system. I think it really comes down to making good decisions throughout the 
design and implementation stages. And, it will be extremely difficult to create a data dictionary if you do 
not understand the basic flow of data. For example, how could you create the necessary forms without 
first knowing which fields should be on the form? 

 

 

 
 
RE: Unit 3: Discussion 2  Edward Jackson Email this Author 2/23/2014 12:50:41 PM 

You bring up a great point about why analyzing inputs and outputs are an important part of designing a 
system; the whole approach is about streamlining the development process. Understanding inputs and 
outputs also presents the main data structures in a structured system that almost anyone can 
understand. I can tell you, this is extremely useful in most projects, as not everyone on the team will be 
technical (or at the very least, they will not be a specialist in the specific areas of technology that are 
being designed). Using DFDs to detail the inputs and outputs, along with the other essential components 
of the system, will provide a framework that everyone understands. Can you imagine a project where 
the inputs and outputs are not well-understood? It seems like there would be major issues that would 
come up in design that could possibly drag the whole project down to a halt. 
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RE: Discussion 1  Edward Jackson Email this Author 2/23/2014 1:12:36 PM 

You bring up a good point about structured English not being used for complex decisions. I know for me, 
I use structured English all the time in development, but it is to define the high level pieces or 
components of a scripted application I am building. The actual programming details would be factored 
into the development itself. For instance, if I was building an application, I might need user input for 
credentials; I would then use structured English to illustrate the process of obtaining the credentials. 
There would be a START and several IFs and THENs to demonstrate the overall process; however, there 
would be no actual code. I regularly send these mock-ups to another team member or my manager for 
review. It makes the design process much easier for non-programmers/non-developers to understand 
how the script or application will work. 
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Systems Analysis 

1. What is process modeling? 
2. How to use data flow diagram (DFD) and data dictionary for process modeling? 
3. What is logic modeling? 
4. How to use structured English, decision tables, and decision trees for logic modeling? 
5. What is a systems proposal and its role in systems analysis? 

  

Analysis II -- Requirements structuring 

To organize information gathered during requirements determination into a 
meaningful representation of process, data, and logic views of the information 
systems 
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Process modeling 

To represent the functions/processes which capture, manipulate, store, and 
distribute data between a system and its environment and between components 
within a system, i.e., what are involved in converting data into information? 

  

Data flow diagram 

A technique for graphically depicting, at levels of increasing detail, the 
transformation of data into information by processes 

Gane & Darson’s 4 symbols (Figure 9.1) 

1.  Data flow -- data moves from one place of the system to another 

2.  Data store -- data at rest 

3.  Process -- work/actions performed on data 

4.  External entity -- origin/destination of the data 

  

Steps in developing DFDs (Figure 9.2) 

1. List business activities to identify processes, external entities, data flows, and data stores 
2. Create a context diagram 
3. Create the next level diagram 
4. Create child diagrams 
5. Check for errors 
6. Develop a physical DFD 

  

An example: UK bookstore cap and gown order processing 

Step 1:  A list of business activities 

1.      Students place orders by filling out a form. 



 

 

2.      Order department receives orders by mail, fax, or personal delivery. 

3.      Order department processes orders by verifying that all order information 
is accurate and that the item ordered is currently available in stock. 

4.      Information from valid orders is used to update the student and item 
master records. 

5.      Valid orders are forwarded to the shipping department to be filled. 

6.      A receipt is produced notifying the student the status of his/her order. 

  

Step 2: Context diagram 

  

 

  

Step 3: Level-0 diagram 



 

 

 

 Step 4: Level-1 diagram 

 
Step 5: Check for error (Figures 9.5 and 9.6) 



 

 

DFD rules 

Internal consistency rules 
Elements Rules 

DFD •        At least one process 

•        No more than 9 processes 

Context 
diagram 

•        Contains only one process numbered 0 

•        At least one input from an external entity and one output to an external entity 

External 
entity 

•        Appears only on the context diagram 

•        Connected to a process 

•        Labeled with noun phrase 

Process •        At least one input data flow and one output data flow 

•        Inputs to process are different from outputs of that process 

•        Labeled with verb phrase 

Data flow •        Has only one flow direction 

•        No split 

•        No loop 

•        Labeled with noun phrase 

Data store •        An interface between two processes 

•        Labeled with noun phrase 

  
Hierarchical consistency rules 
Elements Rules 

DFD •                    A parent diagram must exist unless it is a context diagram 



 

 

Process •        Decompose to either another diagram or a primitive process specification 

•                    Numbered with respect to its parent 

Data flow •        An input (output) data flow on a parent diagram must appear on a child diagram as 
input (output) 

•        An input (output) data flow on a child diagram must appear on a parent diagram as 
input (output) 

Data store •                    Decompose to either a file definition or a record definition 

  

 Step 6:  Develop a physical DFD 

Logical vs Physical DFDs (Figure 9.8) 

Features Logical Physical 

Model How the business operates How the system will be implemented 

Process Business activities Programs, program modules, manual 
procedures 

Data store Collections of data Physical files and databases, manual 
files 

Type of data store Permanent data collections Master files, transaction files 

System controls Business controls Controls for data validation, record 
status, system security 

  



 

 

 
Data dictionary 

A documentation and reference of the metadata: data on 

1. Data flow (Figure 10.3) 
2. Data structure (Figure 10.5) 
3. Data elements (Figure 10.7) 
4. Data stores (Figure 10.12) 

  

 to promote understanding of the data of the system by collecting, coordinating, 
and confirming what a specific data term means to different people in the 
organization. 

  

Data types Specific description 

Data flow • Source 
• Destination 



 

 

• Type (File, Screen, Report, Form, Internal) 
• Data structure 
• Volume 

Data structure • = 
• + 
• { } 
• [  ] 
• (  ) 

• is composed of 
• and 
• repetitive elements 
• either/or 
• optional 

Data element • Alias 
• Length 
• Type (alphabetic, alphanumeric, date, numeric) 
• Input/Output format 
• Default 
• Base/Derived 
• Continuous/Discrete 
• Validation criteria 

Data store • File type 
• File format 
• Record size 
• Number of records 
• Growth rate 
• Primary key 
• Secondary keys 

  

Data flow description example: 



 

 

  



 

 

Logic modeling 

To represent the internal structure and functionality of the processes represented on 
DFDs, i.e., how do data be converted to information? 

  

Structured English 

relies on action verbs and noun phrases without adjectives or adverbs to specify 3 
typical logic in structured programming: sequence, selection, and repetition 

sequence: sequential order of the statements 

selection: IF_THEN_ELSE; SELECT_CASE 

repetition: DO_UNTIL; DO_WHILE 

  

Cap & gown ordering systems example 

Process 3.1  Validate Student Status 

MATCH Student_Information with Student_Record using student’s Last_Name and 
First_Name 

BEGIN IF 

     IF Student_Not_Found 

     THEN RETURN Student_Not_Found 

ELSE 

            IF graduation_date is not equal to May, 2001 

            THEN  RETURN Student_Invalid_Status 

END_IF 



 

 

RETURN Valid_Student 

  

Process 3.2  Validate Order Item 

MATCH Order_Item_Information with Available_Item_Record based on 
Item_Description      

BEGIN IF 

IF the Order_Item_Quantity is grater than the Available_Item_Quantity 

            THEN RETURN Insufficient_Quantity 

END_IF 

RETURN Valid_Order 
 
Decision tables 

all possible choices and conditions the choices depend on are represented in tabular 
form: condition, actions, and rules 

Conditions and Actions Rules 

  

Conditions 

  

  

Condition alternatives 

  

Actions 

  

  

Action Entries 

  



 

 

Maximum number of rules in the table =  

n: number of conditions 

Ci: number of alternatives for condition i 

  

  

Conditions and Actions 

Rules 

1 2 3 4 

Under $50 Y Y N N 

Pays by check with 2 forms of ID Y N Y N 

Uses credit card N Y N Y 

Ring up sales X       

Decline sales   X     

Call supervisor for approval     X   

Call bank for credit authorization       X 

  

Cap & gown ordering system example: 

Process 3. Validate Order 

Conditions/Actions Rules 

Student found Y - N - 

Graduate in May Y N - - 

Item in stock Y - - N 



 

 

Accept order X       

Reject order   X X X 

  

 Decision trees (Figure 11.22) 

 
a decision or choice situation is depicted as a connected series of nodes (decision 
points) and branches (decision alternatives) 

 



 

 

Cap & gown ordering system example 

  

 When to use what? 

Condition Recommendation 

Many repetitious actions Structured English 

Communication to end users is important Structured English 

Complex combinations of conditions, actions and rules Decision tables 

Checking for redundancies, contradictions, possibilities Decision tables 

The sequence of conditions and actions is critical Decision tree 

Not every condition is relevant to every action Decision tree 

  

  



 

 

 
 

Unit 3 Summary 

This unit has been an extensive, hands-on experience into the role of a systems analyst. 
To better understand the logical movement of data throughout a business, the systems 
analyst draws data flow diagrams (DFDs); structured analysis and design tools that allow 
the analyst to comprehend the system and subsystems visually as a set of interrelated 
data flows. 

Using a top-down approach, the systems analyst uses data flow diagrams to begin 
compiling the data dictionary, which is a reference work containing metadata no all data 
processes, stores, flows, structures, and logical and physical elements in the system 
being studied. 

Once the analyst works with users to identify data flows and begins constructing the data 
dictionary, it is time to turn to process specification and decision analysis. Three methods 
for decision analysis and describing process logic are structured English, decision 
tables, and decision trees. 

 
 
Chapter 7 
 
To better understand the logical movement of data throughout a business, the systems 
analyst draws data flow diagrams (DFDs). Data flow diagrams are structured analysis and 
design tools that allow the analyst to comprehend the system and subsystems visually as 
a set of interrelated data flows. 

Graphical representations of data movement storage and transformation are drawn with 
the use of four symbols: a rounded rectangle to depict data processing or 
transformations, a double square to show an outside data entity (source or receiver of 
data), an arrow to depict data flow, and an open-ended rectangle to show a data store. 

The systems analyst extracts data processes, sources, stores, and flows from early 
organizational narratives or stories told by users or revealed by data and uses a top-down 
approach to first draw a context-level data flow diagram of the system within the larger 
picture. Then a level 0 logical data flow diagram is drawn. 

Processes are shown and data stores are added. Next, the analyst creates a child 
diagram for each of the processes in Diagram 0. Inputs and outputs remain constant, but 



 

 

the data stores and sources change. Exploding the original data flow diagram allows the 
systems analyst to focus on ever more detailed depictions of data movement in the 
system. The analyst then develops a physical data flow diagram from the logical data flow 
diagram, partitioning it to facilitate programming. Each process is analyzed to determine 
whether it should be a manual or automated procedure. 

Six considerations for partitioning data flow diagrams include whether processes are 
performed by different user groups, processes execute at the same times, processes 
perform similar tasks, batch processes can be combined for efficient processing, 
processes may be combined into one program for consistency of data, or processes may 
be partitioned into different programs for security reasons. 
 
Chapter 8 
Using a top-down approach, the systems analyst uses data flow diagrams to begin 
compiling a data dictionary, which is a reference work containing data about data, or 
metadata, on all data processes, stores, flows, structures, and logical and physical 
elements in the system being studied. One way to begin is by including all data items from 
data flow diagrams. 

A larger collection of project information is called a repository. CASE tools permit the 
analyst to create a repository that may include information about data flows, stores, 
record structures, and elements; about procedural logic screen and report design; and 
about data relationships. A repository can also contain information about project 
requirements and final system deliverables; and about project management information. 

Each entry in the data dictionary contains the item name, an English description, aliases, 
related data elements, the range, the length, encoding, and necessary editing 
information. The data dictionary is useful in all phases of analysis, design, and ultimately 
documentation, because it is the authoritative source on how a data element is used and 
defined by users in the system. Many large systems feature computerized data 
dictionaries that cross-reference all programs in the database using a particular data 
element. The data dictionary can also be used to create XML that enables businesses 
with different systems, software, or database management systems to exchange data. 
 
Chapter 9 
Once the analyst works with users to identify data flows and begins constructing a data 
dictionary, it is time to turn to process specification and decision analysis. The three 
methods for decision analysis and describing process logic discussed in this chapter are 
structured English, decision tables, and decision trees. 

Process specifications (or mini-specs) are created for primitive processes on a data flow 
diagram as well as for some higher-level processes that explode to a child diagram. 
These specifications explain the decision-making logic and formulas that will transform 



 

 

process input data into output. The three goals of process specification are to reduce the 
ambiguity of the process, to obtain a precise description of what is accomplished, and to 
validate the system design. 

One way to describe structured decisions is to use the method referred to as structured 
English, in which logic is expressed in sequential structures, decision structures, case 
structures, or iterations. Structured English uses accepted keywords such as IF, THEN, 
ELSE, DO, DO WHILE, and DO UNTIL to describe the logic used, and it indents to 
indicate the hierarchical structure of the decision process. 

Decision tables provide another way to examine, describe, and document decisions. Four 
quadrants (viewed clockwise from the upper left corner) are used to (1) describe the 
conditions, (2) identify possible decision alternatives (such as Y or N), (3) indicate which 
actions should be performed, and (4) describe the actions. Decision tables are 
advantageous because the rules for developing the table itself, as well as the rules for 
eliminating redundancy, contradictions, and impossible situations, are straightforward 
and manageable. 

The use of decision tables promotes completeness and accuracy in analyzing structured 
decisions. The third method for decision analysis is the decision tree, consisting of nodes 
(a square for actions and a circle for conditions) and branches. Decision trees are 
appropriate when actions must be accomplished in a certain sequence. There is no 
requirement that the tree be symmetrical, so only those conditions and actions that are 
critical to the decisions at hand are found on a particular branch. Each of the decision 
analysis methods has its own advantages and should be used accordingly. Structured 
English is useful when many actions are repeated and when communicating with others 
is important. 

Decision tables provide a complete analysis of complex situations while limiting the need 
for change attributable to impossible situations, redundancies, or contradictions. Decision 
trees are important when proper sequencing of conditions and actions is critical and when 
each condition is not relevant to each action. 
 
 
Unit 3 Overview 

This unit covers the details of the analysis process. Data flows, as well as structured and 
unstructured decisions, are discussed. This unit provides step-by-step details on how to 
use structured techniques to draw data flow diagrams, how to develop both logical and 
physical data flow diagrams, and how to partition data flow diagrams. The object-oriented 
approach features data repository and vertical balancing of data flow diagrams. An 



 

 

extensive coverage of extensible markup language (XML) and how to use data 
dictionaries to create XML is covered. 

Outcomes 

After completing this unit, you should be able to: 

• Create, use, and explore logical DFDs 
• Determine how analysts use data dictionaries for analyzing data-oriented 
systems 
• Demonstrate the use of structured English, decision tables, and decision 
trees to analyze, describe, and document structured decisions 
• Demonstrate the ability to select an appropriate decision analysis method 
for analyzing structured decisions and creating process specifications. 

Course outcomes practiced in this unit: 

IT510-1: Identify system analysis methodologies and techniques 

IT510-3: Design functional models 

What do you have to do in this unit? 

• Complete assigned reading 
• Respond to the Discussion Board 
• Complete the Unit 3 Assignment 
• Participate in Seminar or complete alternate assignment 

 
Read Kendall & Kendall text chapters: 

Chapter 7, Using Data Flow Diagrams 

In Chapter 7, you will discover that data flow diagrams (DFDs) help the analyst to better 
understand the logical movement of data throughout the business. DFDs are structured 
analysis and design tools that allow the analyst to understand the system and 
subsystems as a set of interrelated data flows. 

Chapter 8, Analyzing Systems Using Data Dictionaries 



 

 

Chapter 8 discusses how a systems analyst will use data flow diagrams to begin 
compiling a data dictionary. A data dictionary contains information about data and 
procedures; a larger collection of project information is called a repository. A repository 
encompasses information about data, metadata, data processes, stores, structures, and 
logical and physical elements in the system. 

Chapter 9, Describing Process Specifications and Structured Decisions 

Chapter 9 helps the analyst formulate process specifications (minispecs). Process 
specifications are primitive processes on a data flow diagram as well as for some 
higher-level processes that explode to a child diagram. 

The three goals of process specification are to reduce the ambiguity of the process, to 
obtain a precise description of what is accomplished, and to validate the system design. 
To accomplish this we use structured English, decision tables, and decision trees. 

 
 
Data flow diagrams (DFDs) are one of the main methods available for analyzing data-oriented  

systems. Through the use of (DFDs), which emphasize the logic underlying the system, the systems  

analyst can put together a graphical representation of data movement through the organization.  

  

Logical data flow diagrams show how the business operates and include processes that would exist  

regardless of the type of system implemented.  

  

Physical data flow diagrams show how the system operates or how the new system will be  

implemented. Physical data flow diagrams include processes for adding, reading, changing, and  

deleting records.  

  

A data dictionary is a main method for analyzing the data flows and data stores of data-oriented  

systems. The data dictionary is a reference work of data about data (metadata) compiled by systems  

analysts to guide them through analysis and design. It collects, coordinates, and confirms what a  



 

 

specific data term means to different people in the organization.  

  

Data dictionaries may be used to create extensible markup language (XML). XML is used to share  

data between two different computer systems. An XML document may be used to define, filter, sort,  

and transform data.  

  

Part II:  

  

In order to prepare the systems proposal in an effective way, systems analysts must use a systematic  

approach ascertaining hardware and software needs, identifying and forecasting costs and benefits,  

comparing costs and benefits, and choosing the most appropriate alternative.  

  

In ascertaining hardware and software needs, systems analysts may take the following steps. First,  

conduct an inventory of computer hardware already available in the organization. Second, estimate  

both current and projected workload for the system. Then, evaluate the performance of hardware and  

software using some predetermined criteria. Next, choose the vendor according to the evaluation.  

Finally, acquire the hardware and software from the selected vendor.  

  

When inventorying computer hardware, systems analysts should check such items as:  

  

• Type of equipment  

• Repair status of equipment  

• Estimated age of equipment  

• Projected life of equipment  



 

 

• Physical location of equipment  

• Department or person responsible for equipment  

• Financial arrangement for equipment  
 
When evaluating hardware, the involved persons, including management, users, and systems  

analysts, should take the following criteria into consideration:  

  

• Time required for average transactions (including time for input and output)  

• Total volume capacity of the system  

• Idle time of the central processing unit  

• Size of memory provided  

  

When evaluating hardware vendors, the selection committee needs to consider:  

  

• Hardware support  

• Software support  

• Installation and training support  

• Maintenance support as well as the performance of the hardware.  

  

When evaluating software packages, the selection committee needs to take the following factors into  

consideration as well as total dollar amount to purchase them. They are:  

  

• Performance effectiveness  

• Performance efficiency  

• Ease of use, flexibility  



 

 

• Quality of documentation  

• Manufacturer support.  

• Analysts may need to weigh the options for building custom software, purchasing COTS  

(commercial off- the-shelf) software, or using an application service provider (ASP).  

   

*Systems Analysis and Design, 8th Edition & MS Visio 2007, Kenneth E. Kendall and Julie E  

Kendall, Prentice Hall  
 
 
Unit 3 Seminar: 

Come prepared to discuss Chapters 7, 8 & 9. This seminar may run long due to the depth 
of the information! 

• Key Point # 1 – Context and Data Flow Diagrams 
• Key Point # 2 – Data Dictionary 
• Key Point #3 – Process Specifications and Structured Decisions 
• Q&A 

Remember, if you do not participate in the weekly Seminar, to complete the 
Flexible Learning Activity Assignment. 

Unit 3 FLA Assignment: 

Review the PowerPoint presentation from Enrichment Seminar three. Combined with 
information from the chapter readings, answer the following questions in paragraph 
format: 

• In a paragraph, write down in general terms how to explain to a user what a 
data flow diagram is. Be sure to include a list of symbols and what they mean. 
• It takes some effort to educate users about data flow diagrams. Is it 
worthwhile to share them with users? Why or why not? Defend your response in a 
paragraph. 
• Compare data flow diagrams to use cases and use case scenarios. What 
do the data flow diagrams show that use case diagrams have a difficult time trying 
to explain? 



 

 

• List the eight specific categories that each entry in the data dictionary 
should contain. Briefly give the definition of each category. 
• List the four steps to take in compiling a data dictionary. 
• What are the main benefits of using a data dictionary? 

The paper must be written in APA format and include at least one direct quote from the 
resources with proper citation and reference. 

Submit your completed paper to the Unit 3 Seminar Dropbox by the end of Unit 3. 

 
Unit 3 Midterm Assignment 

Instructions Summary: Click on the Rubric icon below for detailed instructions. 

You are a relatively new systems analyst at MRE Corporation. You are in deep thought 
reviewing various reports for a project you are managing to improve the Management 
Unit’s reporting system. You have interviewed several key people (listed below) involved 
in MREs project reporting and viewed the reports generated by their respective 
departments. From these interviews and reports, you realize that the merger of Training 
and Management Information Systems has had a significant effect on efficient inquiry 
response and reporting. What is needed is a centralized interface where all assignment 
information can be readily accessed. 

You are scheduled to interview Snowden Evans, Director, Training and Management 
Systems, to put the finishing touches on your recommendations for an improved inquiry 
response and reporting system. 
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